
A BILL

This bill will reclaim all Native American reservation land, disband the BIA and all programs,

agencies, and or policies that prioritize Natives over other peoples. This  bill will also reimburse

natives for the value of the land in monetary value.

IN THE SENATE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Mr. White of Florida introduced the following bill;

A BILL

This bill will reclaim all Native American reservation land, disband the BIA and all programs,

agencies, and or policies that prioritize Natives over other peoples. This  bill will also reimburse

natives for the value of the land in monetary value.

Be it enacted by The American Legion Boys Nation Senate assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "A Bill to Reclaim Native American Reservation Land, Disband the BIA

and all Program, Agencies, and or Policies that Prioritize Natives over other People".

SECTION 2.	a. All Native American Reservations and land held in trust between 

                the BIA and Natives shall be reclaimed by the BIA and be given to 

                the BLM.
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	        b. Following reclamation of Native American reservation land and 

                the complete handover of all land to the BLM, the BIA shall be 

                dissolved and any funds which have not been used as of passage 

                shall be returned to the US Department of Treasury. 

	        c. The BLM shall assess the value of all property and developments 

                held in trust with individual Native Americans. This value will be 

                sent in a single check to the individual. All money needed by the 

                BLM will be paid for by the Department of Treasury. 

	        d. All reclaimed land will be put up for sell.

                e. In addition to section b, all Agencies, Bureaus, Departments,                                 

                Policies, and or Programs that prioritize their funds/support                 	                        

                towards Native Americans over other races, ethnic groups, and 

                people will be dissolved following passage of this bill.

                SECTION 2.  The US Bureau of Indian Affairs/US BIA is a government 

                agency within the US Department of the Interior whose purpose is 

                to "enhance the quality of life, to promote economic opportunity, 

                and to carry out the responsibility to protect and improve the                 

                trust assets of American Indians, Indian Tribes, and Alaskan 

                Natives.". The US Bureau of Land Management/US BLM is a government 

                agency that is responsible for administering/redistributing all 

                federal lands to different gov. agencies. The US Department of 
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                Treasury operates and maintains systems that are critical to the 

                nation's financial infrastructure such as coin or currency 

                printing, revenue collection, and fund distribution within the 

                federal gov. 

SECTION 3.	The BIA will oversee the repossession of all Native American 

                Reservation Land/trusts. The BLM will oversee the evaluation of 

                the trusted land and the Department of Treasury will oversee the 

                sending of checks to individual native Americans. The Department 

                of the Interior will oversee the dispansion of the BIA and all 

                affiliated governmental agencies. 

SECTION 4.	This legislation will take effect upon signature. All laws in 

                conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.
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